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The University of Maine at Orono
student newspaper
since 18
Orono grad benefits low in survey
by Mary Ellen Matava
Start Writer
Four land-grant universities with enrollments close
It' that of UMO's offer their graduate assistants full •
tuition waivers as well as salaries. A new policy im-
plemented last spring limits the tuition waiver for
A10 graduate assistants to six credit hours, as op-
posed to the full tuition waiver they received before.
With a graduate enrollment of 907. UMO pays its
graduate assistants a minimum of $3,800 for a nine-
month period and a minimum 01 $.5.067 for a 12
month period. It is up to the different colleges to
decide if their graduate assistants will receive more
money if they have experience or are working towar-
ds a doctorate degree rather than a master's degree.
From all the universities surveyed, the University
of Vermont (UVM) in Burlington offers the highest
salary to graduate assistants. "As well as waiv ing
tuition, UVM pays 54,400 for a regular assistantship.
and $5,867 for a medical assistantship," Ralph
Swenson, assistant dean of the graduate college said.
UVM has approximately 100 graduate students.
Research assistants at UVM are paid a salary of
55.960 per nine niontlis or $7,210 per 12 months. but
are responsible for their own tuition. All research
• 
Graduate Assistant Salaries
School waiver stipend
LAM full 84,400
UConn full $4,375
full $4,200
full $4,200
$3,800
URI
UNI-1
UMO 6 credits
assistants are charged in-state tuition regardless
of whether or not they are residents of Vermont
The University of Rhode Island, (URI) in Kingston
has a graduate enrollment of 1,964 and offers its
graduate assistants a tuition waiver and has a four
New counselor deals
with substance abuse
hy Sallie Vallei
Stall writer
"Some people may be 20
years old and have not been
drug free for five years. When I
find students are having subst-
ance abuse problems. I try to
make them see that a happy life
free from drugs can be attain-
Day id Van Doren
able.— said David Van Doren.
UM0's newly appointed subst-
an.,...i 
abusedon't
otiuiselloi
think that UMO has
ans mot e ol a drug and alcohol
problem than any other univer-
sity. In general. alcohol cons-
umption continues to rise. but I
don't think this was the main
reason for the creation of my
position; rattle; , there was rec-
ognition of a need to have one
person focus and specialize on
substance abuse problems."
Van Doren said.
Van Doren sees his position in
two aspects; education and
eouseli,ng. The counseling
aspect focuses on aiding subst-
ance abusers, providing support
for rehabilitated substance ab-
users and working with children
who come from alcoholic back-
rounds.
"There is a real need for
support for people recovering
from substance abuse problems
in a university environment. So
many social events are centered
around alcohol and drug cons-
umption that the pressures not
to stay sober or straight are
enormous." Van Doren said.
In the education area. Van
Doren works with the Shop
Program. (a student organizat-
ion, which tries to help students
learn to become reponsible
(Irinkers). speaks to various
classes, educates Residential life
stall, facult and campus police.
"Some people abuse subst-
ances because of stressful sit-
uations. In a sense. it does
seem to work. They are able to
_escape temporarily from the
problem." Van Doren said.
He said that alcohol abuse is
a different story. Stress is
involved but it also involves
biological displacement and a
persons biochemistry. Some
peoples' body chemistry can't
handle alcohol and, from their
very first sip. they are going to
have problems. he said.
level salary base, Susan Hazard, principal
clerk/typist of the URI graduate school said. "There
are two levels fop master's degree candidates; $4,200
and $4,300, and two levels for doctorate candidates;
and $4,400 and $44,600," she said.
A research assistant at URI receives the same
salary from the university as a regular assistant
receives, but the tuition is paid for by the particular
grant sponsoring the research.
The University of Connecticut in Hartford has
4,392 graduate students. "We offer graduate
assistants full tuition waivers and salaries of $4,375
to first level master's degree candidates and $4,700
to candidates with experience. Ph.D. candidates as
research and teaching assistants receive a salary of
$5,430," Linda Abt, education assistant in the
graduate school said.
Graduate assistants at the University of New
Hampshire (UNH) in Durham receive a lull tuition
waiver and a salary of $4,200. "Graduate assistants
in engineering, chemistry, and physics receive the
tuition waiver and a $4,500 salary," Jean McDonald,
secretary to the dean of the graduate school said.
Any graduate assistant in his or her third year or
more receives a salary of $4,600. UNH has a
graduate enrollment of approximately 950.
'The Space Shuttle Columbia will return Saturday as its second voyage into
space was cut short from its scheduled Ike this trip due to a malfunctioning fuel
cell. Columbia took off from Cape Canaveral thursday morning. 4 AP photo)
24
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A university employee rakes the remaining leaves on the campus grounds.
Other uniYersity employees may soon he shoveling snovy a. winter approaches.
(David Burke photo)
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Fri.. No... 13
1-2 p.m. "Men's Lives" a film
sponsored by the Peer Sexuality
Program. North Bangor Lounge,
Memorial Union
3:10 p.m. Botany and Plant
Pathology Seminar. Dr. Sandy
Anagnostikis, Conn.
Agricultural Experimental
Stat on: "Biological
3:15 p.m. Sociology Colloquium
Dr. Kokos Mark ides, L. of Texas
Aging and Health Among
Minority Populations." In-
terested students and faculty. in-
vited. 215 East Annex.
5:30 Basketball Cheerleader
tryouts, No... 9-15. Gymnastics,
Memorial Gym.
7 and 9:30 p.m. S.E.A. Movie.
"Friday the 13th." Hauck. Ad-
mission.
Sun.. No... 15
1:30 p.m. "The Three Stooee,
Follies" films. Admission. 101
English/Math.
)*?"'":14x3x=g .Two Nights In Concert.
LIMO'S Twentieth
Century Music Enemble
Budget committee slashes
clubs' funding requests
bv Sean Brodrick
Staff Writer
The student government Executive
Budgetary Committee (EBC) went
through a round of budget slashing for
groups that appeared before it Thurs-
day night.
Steve Bard, student government
vice president for Financial Affairs.
explained that the heavy fund cutting
was necessary.
"We'll get about $550,000 in
requests this year." Bard said. "and
we will only be able to give out about
5290.000 of that. Otherwise, we would
go deep in the hole."
Bard explained this after the UMO
Fencing Club had its budget request
slashed from S1,966.76 to $600. This
recommendation was passed with two
dissenting votes from those who
thought the fencing club should get
less. Charlie Mercer. president of
student government, voted for the
budget. saying the club members
should "try and get what equipment
Seed
Maine Campus
Registration issue
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they need most with the money they
have."
The EBC was more lenient on the
UMO Women's Ice Hockey Team.
Their budget was cut from 53.172.26
to $2.384.06. A large part of the
requested money was for new goalie
equipment. for which leg pads alone
cost $400.
CAMPUS
CRIER
Hardwood Firewood: Beech
and Maple cut, split, delivered
$85: Birch for less 4' split.
delivered $65. Call 866-5507.
OVERSEAS JOBS - Sum-
mer/year round. Europe, S.
Amer., Australia, Asia. All
Fields. S500-S1200 monthly.
Sightseeing. Free info. Write
IJC Box 52-MEI Corona Del
Mar, CA 92625.
Notice: If you see Pat Dunn. tell
him to "Have a Clue". He
needs many.
Send in ‘our classifieds:
15 %ords lor $1.20. IOC for
each additional %ord.
OFFICIAL NOTICE
SPRING SEMESTER REGISTRATION
.0‘ ALL COLLEGES AND THEI
, GRADUATE SCHOOL
f. 1NOVEMBER 16-20, 
 
"W81 1,
•..:ft.
'i ARTS AND SCIENCES ,,
, I
,_ Freshmen & Sophomores- Room 110 Stevens Hall ;
,
.0: Juniors and Seniors - Department Chairperson's
, .,
.0: Office
:BANGOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Advisor's Office - then Dean's Office
I BUSINESS ADMINISTRATION
1 Room 12 Stevens Hall South
EDUCATION The Foyer Shibles Hall
ENGINEERING AND SCIENCE
Department Chairperson's Office
fi GRADUATE SCHOOL
Advisor's Office - then to Graduate School
LIFE SCIENCES AND
ti i..i AGRICULTURE Academic Advisor s Office :
Nov. 16, 8:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium featuring las !; SCHOOL OF ENGINEERING ,
Bradstreet Terry ,Jazz Clarinetist it TECHNOLOGYf 122 East Annex
1
TECHNICAL DIVISION
student soloists 
1 1
OF LIFE SCIENCES Advisor's Office
**AND**
Tues., Nov., 17, 8:15 p.m. Hauck Auditorium featuring
Schedule of classes are available in theAdmission: UMO Students: $1.50 Other 13.50
Registrar's Office & Deans Offices.Mixt4xlcracrao= 400
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Professors mix history and climate
by Richard Muffle' 11
Stall Write,
A group of LIMO researchers has combined the
techniques of the study of history and climatology to
construct a picture of New England's weather over
the past 250 years.
Informally known as the Northeast Environmental
Research Group, the team consists of Professor
Da% id Sinn It, chairman of the history department;
Pt ofessor Harold Borns Jr., director of quaternary
studies; William Baron, holder of a doctorate in
111,100:: and Jet I Got don, holder of a doctorate in
meteorology and climatology. Several graduate and
undergraduate students are also involved.
Smith said NERG has developed' techniques for
analyzing weather observations found in diaries and
newspapers to produce a record comparable to that
seen with modern instruments.
" Hie National Weathet Set %ice records go hack to
1870," Smith said. "What we've done is to reclean..
New England weather back through at least 1725.
We're working on back to the 1640's."
Smith said useable thermometers date back to the
American Revolution, but because of expense and
fragility of the instpments, they weren't widely used
until later.
Many diary keepers were faithful weather watchers
and NERG has examined about 3,000 diaries from
various parts of New England to cull their obser-
vations.
"We're interested in the unique stuff," he said.
"The people who measured weather in those days
observed things like when the birds go north, when
the leaves come out, or —when the apple or lilac
blossoms."
Many of the diaries are catalogues in historical
societies, but some turn up from unexpected sources.
"I was teaching a class one day," Smith said, "and
a young woman came up and told me she had a diary.
She did-horn 1796-1820."
He said old newspapers are useful for accounts of
storms, earthquakes, tornados, etc.
Smith is an agricultural historian and part of the
group's work has been in relating past climatic
changes to events in Maine's agricultural history.
Smith described some of NERG's findings.
"In general terms, from about 1740, the climate
deteriorated with some particularly bad times until
about 1820. Some periods were a lot worse than
others, but basically it was much worse than it is
now. For example, the average growing season in
1780 was 22 days shorter than what we have now."
He said the 1820s showed an improvement, and
then from 1830-1845 there was another bad period.
The period from 1845-1865 was quite variable.
Smith said the bad periods were characterized by
low temperatures, more snow, shorter growing
seasons and earlier freele-ups
Support
A BEGGAR'S BANQUET
AST YOUR EAR.
M97
presents
MUSIC 24 HOURS MUSIC 24 HOURS GREATEST STARS OF ROCK, NO
N-STOP!
WMEB-FM Brings you 7 days of non-stop music during -Beggar's Banquet-. WM
EB's
FUNDRAISING MARATHON
WMEB-FM with a donation pledge!! We need your support to continue to bring you the
progressive music, live sports coverage, and very special features.
STARTS NOV. 15 SHOW THAT YOU CARE ABOUT 
WMEB-FM! !
best in
' SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 15
6 PM WEEKEND WRAP-UP
6 : 30 JOHN LENNON/BEATLES
8 PM TODD RUNIX;REN/UTOPIA
9 PM ROBERT KLEIN HOUR
10 PM TED NUGENT
11 PM HOT TUNA
MONDAY, NOVEMBER 16
12 .NNI
I AM
2 AM
3 AM
3:30
4 AM
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
PM
„EA
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6:30
7 PM
3 PM
9 PM
10 PM
11 PM
11:30
GRATEFUL DEAD
GRATEFUL DEAD
LYNYRD SKYNYRD
LES DUDEK
JEFF BECK
SUPERTRAMP
DAN FOGELBERG
COUNT BAS1E
KEITH JAR RETT
JEAN-LUC PONTA'
BONNIE RA1TT
BOB SEGER
JON! MITCHELL
FLEETWOOD MAC
TUBES
ELTON JOHN
OUTLAWS
MARSHALL TUCKER
GENESIS
CIIICAGO
NEWSLINE
MONDAY NICHT JAZZ
MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
MONDAY NIGHT JAZZ
MONDAY NIGHTJ AZZ
JOAN ARMATRADING
PATTI SMITH
PSYCIIEDELIC FURS
TUESDAY, NOVEMBER 17
( 12.452 ANI
(
3 ANI
4 AM
SAM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
3 PM
10 AM
11 AM
11:30
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6:30
7 PM
7:30
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
ii pm
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 18
12 AM
1 AM
2 AM
3 AM
4 AM
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
11:30
12 PM
12:30
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6:30
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
10:45
AC/DC
BLUE OYSTER CULT
JANIS JOPLIN
ROD STEWART
ATLANTA RHYTHM SECTION
DEEP PURPLE
DUKE ELLINGTON
PAT METHENY
RETURN TO FOREVER II(COREA, CLARKE, DIMEOLA)
FIRESIGN THEATRE
SIMON AND GARFUNKLE
JONATHAN EDWARDS
ARLO GUTHRIE
MAINE-LY OF INTEREST
ELVIN BISHOP
DEVO
ANIMALS
MANF RED AANN
JETI1RO TULL
JETHRO TULL
NEWSLINE
GARLAND JEFFREYS
NEW YORK DOLLS.00HANSEN.
DIRE STRAITS imymi‘crryi
CREAM
THIRSTY EAR
JIM' HENDRIX
MIDNIGHT ALBUM FEATURE:
"FREEZE FRAME" -J. GEILS BAND
J. GF.ILS BAND
FRANK ZAPPA
FRANK ZAPPA
FEN YEARS AFTER
YES
MILES DAVIS
CHARLES MINGUS
RETURN TO FOREVER I
(COREA, CLARKE, DIMEOLA)
BILLY JOEL
BOB DYLAN
B-52'S
IGGY POP
ROLLING STONES
ROLLING STONES
MOODY BLUES
SANTANA
ALLNIAN BROTHERS
CREEDENCE CLEARWATF.R REVIVA
NEWSLINE
GF.OFF'S B1.00ZE
GEOF BLOOZE
UM() HOCKEY VS. LOWELL
UMO HOCKEY VS. LOWELL
UMO IIOCKEY VS. I OWELL
RETRO ROCK
BOSTON-BASED ROCK
THURSDA, , NOVEMBER 19
12 \\I
1 . \NI
2 AM
3 AM
3:30
4 AM
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
3 PM
3:30
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6:30
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
11 PM
PRETENDERS
.kEROSMITII
A1.ICE COOPER
RAMONES
JOE JACKSON
MOTT THE HOOPLERAN HUNTER
KING CRIMSON/FRIPP
DIZZY GILLESPIE
JAZZ VOCALISTS
WEATHER REPORT
TRAFFIC
TOM PETTY
LITTLE FEAT
ROBIN TROWER
NEIL YOUNG
STEVIE WONDER
U2
MINK DEVII.I.E
VELVET UNDERGROUND/LOU REED
THE CI.ASII
NEWSI.INE
WARREN ZEVON
PAT BENATAR
BAD COMPANY
WAVEBRP.AKER
NAVEBREAKER
I NLKING hEADS 
FRIDAY, NOVEMBER 20
I2AM THE SPECIALS
12:30 IAN DURY
I AM PETER TOSII
2 AM THE CARS
3 AM RCK:KPILE/LOWE/EDMUNDS
3:30 SQUEEZE
4 AM GRAND FUNK RAILROAD
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
11:30
12 PM
1 PM
1:30
2 PM
3 PM
4 PM
5 PM
6 PM
6:30
7 PM
8 PM
9 PM
10 PM
11 PM
JOHN COLTKA.NE 3 PM BLONDIE
FIERBIE HANCOCK 4 PM TIM CURRY
CRUSADERS 4:30 WINGS
BILL CHINOOK 5 PM OF.ATLES
JAMES TAYLOR
RICKIE LEE JONES Thanks to all the Merchants
THE BAND iiHelping UsMONTY PYTHON (00011! ) Barstoo ls
RACHEL SWEET
LENE LOVICH
MAINE ARTISTS
BOB MARLEY
STEELY DAN
STEELY DAN
NEWSLINE
GRAHAM PARKER
THE KINKS
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN
ELVIS COSTELI.0
DAVID ROWIE
SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 21
12 AM DOUBLE MIDNIGHT ALBUM Savoy Ceramics
FEATURE NEW: "OCTOBER" - U2) Napa Auto Parts
(CLASSIC: "ELECTRIC WARRIOR
1:30 ROXY MUSIC - T. REX) Sundance Leather
2 AM PINK FLOYD laverdieres3 AM PINK FLOYD
4 AM RUSH
5 ANI CHARLIE DANIELS
6 AM BLUEGRASS
7 AN1 VAN MORRISSUIS
9 AM JEFFERSON AIRPLANE/STARSIliP
SAN! CSNY
10 AM EMERSON, LAKE k PALMER
11 AM QUEEN
12 PM DOOB1E BROTHERS
1 PM POLICE
2 PN1 MOTOWN SOUND
3 PN( Kg/MIX JLOHN NY
4 PM THE EAGaS • •*.•116:11W6SPURY
5 PM BEST OF BROADWAY -arms.
6 PM THE WHO
7 PN1 THE WHO
7:30 UMO HOCKEY VS. ACADIA
8 PM UMO HOCKEY VS. ACADIA
9 PM UMO HOCKEY VS. ACADIA
10 PM LED ZEPPELIN
II PM LEI) ZEPPELIN
Down 'Under Records
Nita Owl
MA Clark
Park' s Hardware
DeOrsey's
niyersity Barber Shop
Hair After
Mike's Barber Shop
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 17
12 AM HEART
1 AM ERIC CLAPTON2 AM
3 AM
4 AM
5 AM
6 AM
7 AM
8 AM
9 AM
10 AM
11 AM
12 PM
1 PM
2 PM
2:30
THE DOORS
THE DOORS
GEORGE THOROGOOD
JACKSON BROWNE
LOGGINS AND MESSINA
DAVID BROMBERG
ECLECTIC HOURS
ECLECTIC HOURS
ECELECTIC HOURS
ECLECTIC HOURS
REGGAE
REGGAE
BUDDY HOLLY
cliUCK uutv
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Opinion
Star wars
The sight of man entering outer space, whether it
be a trip to the moon or an orbit around earch, is one
that continues to stimulate a sense of accomplish-
ment among most Americans.
Yesterday's launching of the space shuttle Colum-
bia's second excursion into space provided that sense
of accomplishment once again, but one must begin to
wonder just what the ultimate purpose of continued
space exploration really is.
Beginning in the late 1950's and early 1960's, the
"space race" was both a search for new information
and a continuation of the Cold War competition
between the United States and the Soviet Union.
Gradually, the "space race" became a one-team
competition, and then the United States continued
expansion into space as a matter of national pride.
Today. much of what goes on in this country is a
matter of strategic and limited bombs, radar detec-
tion devices, and other tools of destruction, and one
must wonder what role these space crafts might have
as a tool of destruction in their own right.
Surely, outer space is an infinite source of wisdom
for survival on earth as well as any other yet-to-be-
determined inhabitable areas. That the space
program continues its mission in search for in tor-.
mation for life's sake is reason for Americans to feel
that sense Of accomplishment.
What is disturbing is how quickly priorities may be
changed to alter the space program's role toward on,
of a military nature.
Rumors have been Orculating between Cape
Canaveral and Washington in recent years concer-
ning the future of the space program and its
usefulness in various areas of American and world
society. Some of these rumors project different type-
of power confrontations and how different space
crafts can be utilited in America's favor.
The thought of space warfare has long been the
source of many a good science fiction book, and such
ideas should remain fiction. There is still much to be
learned in outer space, and America should use the
technology available to stimulate as much interest as
possible in learning for life's sake, not for destruc-
tion's sake. F.C.
On the ropes
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Slow death
Every year around this time, I.
along with some of my cohorts iii
crime. become the object of
ridicule and scorn.
Not because I hate
Thanksgiv ing or the coming oi
veinier, but because I am a
smoker. With the "Great
Arne! lean Smokeout" just
around the corner, everyone ask,
me if I plan to stop for the day.
Nis answer is always an
unequivocal "no."
While I am all for the
American Cancel Society , and
their efforts to educate the puhik
on the dangers oh smoking, I am
steadfast in my refusal to be
pressured into quitting something
I am thoroughly. hooked on.
Perhaps I have been blinded
the commercial image the tobac-
co companies have projected on
smokers, or may be I am just the
junkie the cancer society is
trying to save in their crusade.
Whatever the reason, I am firmly
entrenched in my habit.
Clearly, it is a noble effort the
cancer society is involved with.
and I am completely supportive
of the program as a whole. The
more people that quit this admit-
tedly foul habit, the better off
society will be as a whole. If the
"Smokeout" can be turned into a
big fundraiser for the society, all
the power to them.
Just as long as nobody tries to
steal my pack of Camels.
One thing I have noticed lately,
is that more and more people
seem to be jumping on the wagon
that the American Cancer Society
is providing. At the beginning of
this year, six of my seven room-
mates smoked the evil weed with
me. In the short time of two and
one-half months, this majority
has shrunk to a mere stalemate
figure of three. That leaves four
of us smokers in the house.
At least, in my own home. I
have yet to become a minority.
But this is certainly not the case
here in the office. I can count the
number of smokeis at the Marne
Campus on one hand. This
seems to shoot the image of the
intense reporter sitting at his
typewriter, banging out a late-
breaking story, with Lwo cigaret-
tes smoking in the ash tray.
This image seems destined for
history books, to be filled with
the hot-type press and days of
yellow journalism.
Yet there is still hope for us
smokers. While there may be
more increases on the tax on but-
ts, the government will continue
to support the tobacco industry,
assuring the supply of the weed
and making sure that we will all
continue to reserve the right to
kill ourselves slowly, if we so
desire.
Although there seem to he
more and more laws being
passed to forbid smoking in
public, there have been, so far,
no effort to get rid of smoking
areas. It is just a matter of fin-
ding them, something we
smokers are very good at doing
anyway.
I have made a firm promise to
myself, about the "Great
American Smokeout". I promise
not to bum that day.
A
wrd
woi
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hot
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Winter Sports Issue
Clay Gunn and Andre Aubut -
experience Maine can count on
71..
en's basketball
wrestling
women's
basketball
rifle
sports review
men's track
women's track
women's swim
gymnastics
men's swim
hockey
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Bears regroup with solid nucleus
Ernie Clark
Staff Writer
The names on the schedule reflect a
challenge comparable to that which
faced Custer at the Little Big Horn.
DePaul, leviarquette,Notre Dame and
Villanova represent four schools that
could wind up on the Mount Rushmore
of collegiate basketball, while their
common opponent, the University of
Maine Black Bears, remain on the out-
side looking inward.
Not that the Black Bears are not
used to playing such a rigorous
schedule, as team members during the
past three years will tell you. What is
different this year is that Maine enters
one of the toughest schedules in the
East with one of the youngest teams in
its history.
Only senior captain Clay Gunn
returns from a starting lineup which
led Maine to a 14-14 record in 1981,
culminated by an appearence in the
ECAC-North semifinals. • What this
means to Black Bear coach Skip Chap-
pelle is perhaps his toughest coaching
job in his 1.1 years on the Orono cam-
pus.
And while the emphasis on recent
Maine teams has been on a veteran
backcourt maintaining ball control.
this year's club is basing its hopes on a
pair of big men, Gunn and sophomore
center Jeff Cross.
"We're going to live and die with
them," Chappelle said.
Gunn, at 6-6 the second tallest Black
Bear, will play forward full-time this
season after switching between for-
ward and center during his previous
three years in a Maine uniform.
"Clay's a proven veteran, an ex-
cellent moving big man," said Chap-
pelle, who hopes to get more scoring
from the veteran, who averaged nine
points and a team-high eight rebounds
per game last season.
Gunn will likely produce his share of
points, but what the Black Bears need
upfront is the dominating big man who
can clog up the middle on defense and
make up for the Godbolt-Carlisle-Mer-
cer backcourt tandem, which com-
bined for an average 47.4 points per
game in 1980-81. Where the answer
lies, according to a hopeful Chappelle,
is in the 6-10 Cross.
"When he's playing, we're certainly
trying to dump the ball into him,"
Chappelle said. "He's not a proficient
back-to-the-basket player yet, but he's
improving."
"He's got to continue to improve,
because we're counting on him
heavily. His freshman year is out of
the way now, and we need a con-
tribution out of him."
Cross went through the growing
pains last season, averaging 2.2 points
and 2.1 rebounds per game in limited
duty. Occasionaly, the Black Bear
center was plagued by foul difficulties,
but Chappelle said that fouls have not
been a problem. with Cross during pre-
season.
Battling for the other forward slot
are 6-6 sophomore Paul Cook and
Daytona Beach Junior College transfer
Clay Pickering. Cook, a former Lubec
High standout, averaged two points
per game last winter, while Pickering
has been one of the bright recruiting
spots for Chappelle and assistants
Peter Gavett and Jim Hut nil.
Putting either Cook or Pickering in
the frontcourt with Gunn and Cross
will give the Black Bears aluxury they
haven't had in recent years - decent
height.
"Defensively, we've got to be a little
better because Rik (Carlisle) was
playing out of position at 6-5 last
year," Chappelle said. "But we've
also got to get a little more rebounding
out of that position."
But Chappelle has indicated that he
might also resort back to the three-
guard system that was successful last
season in pacing the Black Bears to the
ninth-highest team field goal percen-
tage in the nation (53.1 percent). If
this move becomes reality, the man on
the spot becomes 6-4 sophomore Jeff
Sturgeon from Old Town.
"That position is vital to a moving
and passing team like we were last
season," Chappelle said, "and Jeff has
naturally taken over that position."
If the Black Bears stick to a big fron-
tcourt, Sturgeon will likely become the
point guard on what is guaranteed to
remain a very patient offense, accor-
ding to Chappelle. Joining Sturgeon
at the guard position will be either
veterans Kevin Green or Craig Kelsey,
or freshmen Jeff Wheeler, Jeff Topliff
or Mark Hedtler.
Green is a defensive stickler who saw
increased action as last season wore on.
"Kevin is capable of handling that
front position, and right now he's
working on controlling his game a little
better," Chappelle said.
Of the freshmen candidates,
Wheeler and Topliff have shown the
most improvement during pre-season.
while Hedtler has also shown
promising signs.
"Wheeler's shooting incredibly.
well....far and away our most con-
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Clay Conn, shown here shooting in practice. is Maine's only returning %eleren.
sistent scorer in pre-season," the
Maine coach said. "Hedtler might be
our best pure shooter, and he's getting
better, while Topliff is getting a feel for
that front position (after playing for-
ward for Orono High) and we're
pleased with his improvement. Jeff's
come along this week, made some great
strides."
Therein lies the key to a successful
season - making great strides. The
backcourt is deep but inexperienced,
while the frontcourt is more experien-
ced but thin in depth, with the excep-
tion of 6-5 sophomore John Libby, a
walk-on who is expected to provide
relief for the Maine big men.
Combine this with the schedule: the
big names, the limited home schedule,
and a season-ending trip to Buffalo to
face Canisius and Niagara in what
could make or break the Black Bears'
playoff chances, and great strides are a
necessity. Chappe.11e knows this.
"The young players have to continue
to improve, Topliff, Wheeler, Hedtler,
Cross, all of them."
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Look at what other shops offer for packages. And then come
to The Ski Rack. We've got the best prices and the
best selection! We've got packages for all abilities —
beginners to advanced. For selection and price, you just can't
beat The Ski Rack. And of course, you can layaway. too.
All our packages feature '82 equipment, not leftovers,
and all packages include ski brakes at no extra charge.
ROSS1GNOL
Rossignol Performer $160 00
Salomon 226 w Brakes or 84.95
Reflex Poles (Blue)
Professional Mounting
Professional Engraving
Ski Tuning-File and Hot Wax
22 95
15 00
5 00
10 00
5297 90
save$ 997A5
now $199.95
Need Boote
Rossignol Prestige
Salomon 626 w Brakes or
Tyrolia 260 w Brakes
Reflex Poles (Grey)
Professional Mounting
Professional Engraving
Ski Tuning-File and Hot Weis
$18500
99.95
23 95
15 00
5 00
10 00
$338 90
save S Mtn
now S249.95
With any package purchase, Nordica and Heierling
boots available at special reduced prices!
MS NICE TO HAVE A FRIEND IN THE BUSINESS
Maine Square, Hogan Road. Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 10-9 Tues., Wed., Sat. 10-6 Closed Sun.
OPEN LATE MONDAY. THURSDAY, FRIDAY
Access Road. Sugarloaf,USA 237-2792
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Wrestlers look to improve
by Bob McPhee
Staff Writer
The UMO wrestling team will be out
to improve last year's 14-3 record this
season when they open their season
against Mt. Allison University of New
Brunswick on Dec. 5.
Coach Mark Harriman has 13 retur-
ning letterman and a fine crop of un-
derclassman all trying for a spot on the
squad. "Thirty wrestlers have already
signed up and I expect a tew more
when practice begins," Harriman said.
The Black Bears top wrestlers are
junior Arvid Cullenberg, sophmore
Maynard Pelliter and sophmore David
Burke. Other wrestlers seeking spots
are at 118, freshman Paul Giauni and
sophmore David Burke.
The 127 class is wide opens° far, but
freshman Ron Pinnette and another
freshman, Steve Clark, may battle it
out for the top spot.
In the 134 class, junior Tony Good-
win and Burke are the prime can-
didates. Both are returning letterman
and this should be a good match-up.
Sophomore Scott Wilder, at 142
stands a good chance of starting, with
junior Doug Cameron at the 150 class.
Co-captain Cullenburg, who was
UMO's top wrestler last year will be
wrestling at 158. He placed fourth in
the New England's last season.
Sophomore letterman Mike Curry
will be at the 167 spot with Maynard
Pelletier at the 177 spot. "Curry is an
excellent takedown man," Harriman
said.
Senior Mike Potvin and sophmore
Andre Pelletier will battle it out for the
190 slot. Both are returning lettermen.
In the hea‘yweight division, soph-.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••• ******
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more Paul Hughes, who placed second
in the Northern's last year, is the
potential starter.
The UMO squad will have 16 mat-
ches in all. "Our toughest competition
will come from BU and UNH,"
Harriman said.
This season, Harriman said he looks
for another good team. "Mainly I
would like to win the Northern New
Englands and place higher in the New
England's" he said.
Last season, Maine placed a disap-
pointing sixth in the New Englands af-
ter finishing second in the Northerns.
7
With 13 returning lettermen, the %restling team %ill he attempting to imprike
their impresske 14-3 record of a year ago.
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energy
take on
the challenge...
realize
the future
The Challenge
Imagination, courage, leadership and
engineering expertise of the highest order...
these are the traits you need to meet the
challenge of our technology. Our leader-
ship position at the forefront of commercial
nuclear power systems will provide you with
unique professional experience.
The Commitment
General Public Utilities created an inde-
pendent organization, GPU Nuclear, to
centralize its nuclear capability and
provide safer, more reliable generation of
electricity with nuclear energy. GPU Nuclear
has the strongest commitment to the
flawless safety of our plants
GPU
The Opportunity
GPU Nuclear is responsible for the operation
of Oyster Creek NUclear Station in New
Jersey, start-up and recovery of two Three
Mile Island units located in Middletown.
Pennsylvania; and an off-site design and
engineering group in Parsippany, New
Jersey. We offer you: • Top benefits • Ad-
vanced educational opportunities and a
chance to live in beautiful North Central
New Jersey, the New Jersey Shore or the
Pennsylvania Dutch Country.
We are seeking entry level and experienced
professionals in the following categories
• Mechanical • Nuclear
• Electrical • Health Physics/
• Chemical Radiation Protection
For more information about job opportuni-
ties at GPU Nuclear, fill out the coupon
below and send it to: J Troebliger, P0 Box
480, Middletown, PA 17057 We seek men
and women from all ethnic backgrounds
and the handicapped.
Nuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION
will be on campus
December 10, 1981
GPO Nuclear
GENERAL PUBLIC UTILITIES CORPORATION
NAME
DEGREE, SCHOOL
HOME ADDRESS
SPECIALIZATION
J. Troebliger
P0. Box 480
Middletovm, Pa. 17057
PHONE NO
Sophomore Diana Perkins should
provide for some scoring punch off the
bench, along with freshman Beth
Cormier. Lisa's younger sister.
Rounding out the team are fresh-
Nason in the backcourt.
men Marcia Grant and Tammy.
Laverdiere. Freshman Sheryl Jack-
son. who can shoot both right and left
handed. should be an asset to the
team. "Sheryl is a little out of shape
because she took a year off to travel
right out of high school, but as soon as
she gets into shape. she will help us a
great deal.- Fox said.
Fox said she expects to play nine
players continuosly. "With so mans
freshmen, we need to get them int(
games for the experience." she said.
Fox feels that Colby. Bowdoin.
Farmington and the University' of
Southern Maine will be the toughest
in-state opponents. "Of course, we
expect to do well in the state, but
because of our inexperience, we may
have a tougher time out-of-state," she
said.
The Black Bears open their tough
twenty game schedle with an exhibi-
Sophomore Julie Tread%ell will join tion game against Mt. Allison in the
'Pit'' tomorrow .
MEXICO TO GO!
ILO ILA FLAT
Our entire Lunch & Dinner menu is now available for TAKE-OUT
he' le brought %levier) to Haiigor \ ow .% oil Call take Ile sico
horri with you. or risit our spat  air i•oridi I d
Ihntrim Rooms the Rest of is here for mu
Pearserscp comples• ,.asis sta.  as
.5fECAL COMNNNTION . 5.55 FtEsrp‘l{h,, rrYlT,
aut • 00 ic •
"
Guaconole Salad, Rice& Beans MARGAKITA`)
Chicken taco.' Beef tutu, Cheese Enchilada.
OVEN QUESADILLA. . $2.35 TORTILLA FLAT
.4 flour tortilla filled with chopped onions, tangy
cheese. and tender heel fried on both sides
Perleciain and covered Kith sauce and ',idled
cheese.
VT STATE STI4EI •
SANWA
942 '440
•
YOU LL LIKE OuR &Tsui_
BANGOR MALL
If you don't own a pair of these .
you're all wet
Waterproof and warm . . . rugged
and ready for anything.
Whole sizes and medium
widths in brown,
blue or red.
26.00
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Building year to test women
by Ken Waltz
Staff Writer
A young, inexperienced women's
basketball team will hit the courts this
fall to defend their state championship
title, but, as Coach Eilene Fox says, "it
will be a lot tougher to win it this year
than in the past."
In the past. Maine has had tall
Maine will be rely ing on the skills of
co-captain Cathy 'tiason to guide them
to another state title.
experienced teams, but this year they
will be going with six freshmen and
only three returning starters. "With
so many new people. this will be
primarily a building year.- Fox said.
Maine. who was 16-7 last season.
will be relying heavily on co-captain
9S256252525295256625625295?
point guard Cathy Nason. Nason, a 5'
7" junior from Old Town will team up
with sophomore Julie Treadwell to
anchor Maine's fast-break and pass-
ing game. Nason led the team in
assists with 116, and was fifth in
scoring with 160 points last year.
Treadwell, also a fine passer, was
second to Nason in assists with 65.
Nason feels that with a little
experience the team should do well.
"We have a young team, but I think
we will be quicker, better defensively
and get more- fast-breaks," Nason
said.
Sophomores Tammy Gardiner and
Lisa Cormier will hold the forward
spots. Gardiner, who at 5' 10- plays
extremely good defense, will be
counted on to stop opponents from
scoring inside. Cormier. who was
fourth on the team in scoring last year
with 179 points, will be counted on to
bit from the outside to compensate for
Maine's lack of size. "Lisa will be
counted on for some of our scoring
punch." Fox said.
Because of the lack of height. Maine
finds themselves without an ex-
perienced center. "We have no true
center." Fox said. Co-captain Beth
Hamilton, a junior from Westbrook
will be moved from forward to center.
Hamilton may not be an experienced
center, but, as shown by her team
leading 138 rebounds and 228 points,
she knows how to go to the basket.
"Along with being our tallest player at
5' 11-. Beth is also our fastest
runner," Fox said.
"We have some y'ery quick. talent-
ed athletes, but because of our height
disadvantage, we are going to have to
play good defense and box out on the
boards.- Fox said.
Fox hopes that freshmen Emily Ellis
and Clair McCoy will provide that
added strength on the boards. Ellis.
an all-star Maine selection last year. is
an excellent shooter and will be a key
player inside. "And Claire certainly
knows her way around the basket."
Fox said.
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Consistency a key in rifle team success
Jim Killion
Staff Writer
Consistancy may be one of the big
problems facing the UMO rifle team
as it heads into the 1981-82 season.
Rifle team coach Lawrence Gray
said he feels the team is capable of
bringing home the New England
College Rifle League championship.
.but they must shoot up to the
potential consistently to win.
One day you can go out and shoot
530." Gray said. "The next day. you
may shoot a 470. It's so difficult to be
consistint."
The rifle team is unique because it
is a co-ed sport, a rarity among college
sports. The team is composed of six
men and four women with no seniors
oil the squad. Vicki Kane and Dave
ik)oler. both juniors, are the team's
co-captains. Sophomores on the squad
are Carl Balduf. Torn Bickford. Debbie
DuFrense and Wayne Timberlake.
while Holly Anderson. Mark Fisher,
Luann Girardin and James Mac-
Dougall are the freshmen.
A typical rifle meet consists of team
members shooting at a target ten
times from three different positions;
prone, kneeling and off-hand (stand-
ing). Each person shoots twice from
each position with points being
awarded depending on the closeness
of the shot, with a perfect shot earning
ten points. A perfect score for the
meet is 600, but scores around 540 are
considered excellent. The top four
scorers of each team make up the
team's final score and the team with
the hiQhest score wins.
Maine's first match was a disap-
pointing loss to Norwich University of
Norfield. Vt. at home last Saturday.
but, according to Norwich coach Gary
Chamberlin. Maine is a very good
team.
"We were very lucky to come up
here and beat Maine." he said. "They
are one of the top teams in the
NECRL. It was definately an upset."
Maine is one of eight teams in the
NECRL. The other teams are Norwich
U.. Dartmouth, Massachusetts Insti-
tute of' Technology, Connecticut,
Rhode Island, Wentworth Academy of
Boston and the Coast Guard Academy.
This year's toughest matches will be
against MIT, last year's champs, and
the league championship match in late
February.
Freshman Mark Fisher lakes aim
practice.
in
THANKS!!!
Left to Right Lou Fraser assistant Mgr.,
Jack Benton Store Mgr., Les Martin Night
Clerk, Paul Taylor Night Mgr.
We thank you for the wonderful reception you
have given this, our newest store... remember we
are here 24 hours every day to serve you.
for your convenience
NITE OWL is OPEN
24
HOURS EVERY DAY
A OF
DAY THE YEAR
University of
Maine
Orono Compus
Bangor Sa% into
Penobscot Riser
•
NITE
OWL
0.
MITE
CPWIL
CONVENIENCE STORE
OPEN 24 HOURS
also
featuring
GULF
GASOLINE
at low, low
everyday prices
FRIENDLY. COURTEOUS SERVICE
prices effective Nov. 11, 1981 thru Nov. 25, 1981
COKE
Tab, Sprite and
Sugar Free Sprite.
6 pack $179
500m1.
( save 50G)
MILLER
BEER
ALSO Miller Light
24-120z $9 75
Bottles 
BUSCH e8 99
21- 12oz. kw
Bottles Plus Deposit
& Tax
TYTELL
LAMBRUSCO
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Past heroes, fond memories highlig
Athletics grow with success
Athletics at the University of Maine
has c gross n, especialls in the past sis
years. It was in March of 1975 that the
first athletic scholarship at Maine was
given, and since then, many sports
haw had their stars.
Mark Armstrong of Millinocket was
the first athlete to accept a scholarship
ar Maine alter he had been heasI Is
reci uited kir both foot ball and
baseball. The Board of Trustees at
that time approved 10 athletic scholar-
ships. not to exceed $2.500 each.
But there have been just as niari
outstanding athletes at Maine who
weren't on scholarships. and many
club members who have done excep-
tionally well in their sport.
Women's sports have also seen a
dramatic improvement since 1975. It
was in that year that women were first
able to compete on the varsity level.
Women's basketball. swimming and
gymnastics were the winter sports that
had a %arsity schedule. In 1976. track
was also added.
In the winter of 1975. many names
were seen on the sports pages of the
Maine Canrpus. Among them, the
most common was Bob Warner. who
was named to the first team in Div. I
All-New England. It was only one of
his many awards that '74-'75 season.
And no wonder. He averaged 14.1
rebounds and 19.75 points per game.
The women's swim team also did
well that season, ending its first
year with an 8-1 record. And there
were many records set in that sport.
too. Kathie Kenney of Brewer became
the first woman from UMO ever to
qualify for the NCAA national champ-
ionships. Kenney's time of 33:76 in
the 50-yard breaststroke set a new
school record. Kenney was not able
to go to the national meet, however.
because UMO had not been sent the
forms needed in order for her to go.
In 1976, UMO continued to 'lase its
share of outstanding athlete.- a
Warren anC rls .1111 teal" Pr .scillOr
LI I C' s s* in team, provided a
pm..erful one-two punch that propelled
ends Farrington came to li'MO alter to
CM', at the t nisersit ot Maine at F armingion
and starred on both the %olio ball and basket-
hull learns.
the team to a 12-2 season.
These two divers placed one
two in New England.
Kevin Nelson was a familiar face on
the basketball court that season. He
was one of the best players on the
team and captained the squad, alongwith Roger Lapham. to a .500 seasonin Div. I.
Lapham showed a great deal of
versatility in his career as a BlackBear. After completing four years of
varsity basketball and being drafted by
the Milwaukee Bucks, he starred on the
football team and was consequentll
drafted by the Buffalo Bills.
The women had their two-sport
Brookathletes that N ear. also.
and
Roger I,apham as a positive force on both the basketball and football teams,
earning his letter in both sports.
Merrow played tennis in the
fall and put her energies in-
to skiing as the winter
art-is ed.
The freshmen athletes
made their debut in '77. Jill
Putas broke a New England
record in the 200-yard
breaststroke to qualify 1or
the Nationals, and Patti
Ward swept the New
England championships in
lieu fast year of college
dis nig. Ward also qualified
foi the Nationals.
The men's ice hockey
team had its first varsity
season as a Div. II team in
1977. Damon White, who
was a player-coach on the
club before it went varsity,
reall% helped to get the
program off the ground.
With Harold Alfond's
$400,000 donation to help
build the $1.5 million
arena, the stage was set for
a new varsity sport.
In 1978, the men's rifle
team was led by one of the
best shooters in the coun-
try. Tim Tobin was elected
captain ot the team and
it to two consecutive
New England titles.
The ice hockey team was
enjoying success in Div. II,
but there was a language
barrier that made under-
standing the coaches. difficult. Many
Maine hockey players were from
Canada. and English was their second
language.
And, in 1978, Maine had its first
Olympic contender in Ann Turbyne.
The 5' 7" shot putter from Winslow
also competed in a weight-lifting
contest where she proved herself to be
one of the strongest women in the
country.
Wendy Farrington came to UMO in
1978 from the University of Maine at
Farmington. Farrington competed in
both volleyball and basketball, break-
ing the school rebounding record in
her first year here. She was a major
factor in Maine's state championship
wins in both '78 and '79 in basketball
and '78 and '80 in volleyball.
In 1979. the hockey team had grown
to be one of the powerhouses in Div.
II. and decided it was time for another
change. The young team had built
itself up to Div. I status and, in only its
first year as a Div I team, it earned a
name for itself as one of the toughest
teams in the east.
Rufus Harris dominated the sports
pages during the winter of '79-'80.
This senior captain had been an
outstanding athlete during his four
vears.at Maine and scored his 2,000th
career point in Feb. 1980 to become
the all-time high point scorer for
UMO. The "Pit" became the "house
that Rufus built." as Maine began toplay national powers in basketball.
Entering the '80s, many other names
were well-known. John Torterella was
a key to UMaine hockey, delightingfans with his quickness and ability.Susan Erwin glided gracefully over
many he; iles to become the besthurdler in the history of Maine track.
And new records are being set
regularly in track, swimming and
virtually every other sport as athletics
ai Maine continue to grow.
•••
text by Steve Bul
and Nancy Stor
Rufus Harris captained the 1979 %bine basketball lean
point before a cros.d that %% allied "Ruins fur president.
To any athlete
There are little e.tes upon you and
they're watching night and day;
There are little ears that quickly take
in every word you sat:
There are little hands all eager to do
anything you do;
And the gut - ho 'A dreaming of
the day he'll he like
You're the little guy's
the wisest of the wise;
And in his mind about you no
suspicions ever rise;
He believes in you devout/u', holds
that you say and do;
He will say and do in youi
he's grown up just Ible you.
He's a wide-eyed little guy who
believes you're always right;
And his ears are always open and he
watches day and night;
Because you're setting an example
every day in you do;
For the little guy who's wailing 10
grow up to be like you.
idol, you're
way when
--Anonymous
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Lighlight Maine winter sports scene
Coaches recall special momentsby Steve Bullard
I Nancy Storey
the 1979 Maine basketball tram, scoring his 2.000bh
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Winter is coming on fast, and our
faded memories of freezing tem-
peratures and snowball fights return
with it. Winter also ushers in a new
season of sports, and UMO coaches
took time to reflect on the greatest
moments of UMO winter sports
history.
For basketball coach Skip Chap-
pelle, nothing could ever top the thrill
of hosting the nation's no. 1 ranked
team, DePaul, at the Bangor
Auditorium last year, and nearly
pulling off a major upset. Maine
pulled to tour points in the
second hall, but DePaul managed to
hold on for an 85-77 win behind All-
American Mark Aguirre's 48 points.
Chappelle said,"It's a great pleasure
for me coaching basketball here when
we happen to be playing national
powers. I'm %cry pleased to be part of
a program that plays teams like
Nlarquete and DePaul."
Maine's first hockey game ever,
Rink Dedication Night, Nov. 18, 1977,
was a very special moment for hockey
coach Jack Semler. "Being an all
freshman team, on the night the arena
was dedicated, it was a big thing for the
players to open with a win and help
create enthusiasm for the hockey
program," Semler said. Maine gained
a 7-5 victory that night over Acadia
University.
Two other games that stick out in
Semler's mind were Maine's un-
believable 8-7 comeback win over B.U.
in 1979 after being down 6-1 midway
through the second period, and Senior
Night last year as Maine topped New
Hampshire 5-2. It was a must win
game if Maine was to make the ECAC
playoffs, as well as the last home game
foi the seniors sk ho had begun the
hockey program at Maine. The
psOied-up team totally dominated
New Hampshire, and Semler said "it
was a great way for them to finish their
four-year career at Maine, probably
the best game we ever played here."
Skiing is a sport everyone associates
with winter, and Maine teams are con-
sistently competitive in NCAA
Division I meets. Coach Brud Folger
said the women's ski team's fourth
place finish in the Women's National
Ski championship in 1977 at Stowe,
Vt., was the best ever for a Maine ski
team. In 1979, the men's team sent
John Mathieu, Peter Joseph, Rick
Ann Turb)ne is the onl) allele from
Maine eser to he a memer of a U.S.
Olsmpic team.
John Torterella and brother Jim plaed on the Maine hocke learn for fouryears, helping to build it up as a Dis I team with a strong reputation.
Reynolds, and Mark Ouelette to the
National Championship in Winter
Park, Colorado, making Folger "the
happiest I've been."
The men's swim tearn ‘1, 011 its
first New England Intercollegiate
Swimming championship in 1976,
which was "very special because we
won after only four years of varsity
swimming," coach Alan Switzer said.
After a disappointing second place
finish in '77, - Switzer's team "came
back with a lot of desire and really
dominated the meet" in winning a
second New England championship.
In 1979, the men's swim team moved
to (he Eastern Seaboard Swimming.
and Di% ing championships vy lieue Jim
Smouigiess ici put on an amaimg in-
di% idual performance by competing in
all three relay events, finishing secondin the 200-meter breaststroke, sixth in
the 100-meter backstroke and seventhin the 2(X)-meter indiYidual medley.
The women's swim team won Once
straight New England championships
from 1978-80, and Coach Jeff Wren
'I'm very pleased to be
part of a program that
plays teams like
Marquette and DePaul.'
said the second championship was the
most special to him. In the 1979 meet,
Maine lopped the meet's second place
team by 240 points, setting a New
England record in two indiYidual
is. Julie Woodcock set records in both
her events and finished he; carer" at
Mai e never ha% ing lost an individual
event. She is the only Maine swimmer
to qualify for the National champion-
ships in each od her four years at
Maine.
Maine's indoor track team is best
known lot producing Ann Turbyne,
the second-ranked woman shot putt et
in the U.S. and a member of the 1980
Olympic team. Last yeal. the women
took third place behind Villanova and
Weq Chestei State in the FAIAW
Eastern championships, y% line the men
had undefeated seasons in 1978-79 and
1979-80. Coach Ed Styrna said his
1978-79 season one of his greatest as
runner Myron Whipkey set the New
England record for the 800 meter run
of 1:51.0 and qualified individually for
the National championship..
Maine's only co-ed team is also the
most successful team Maine has ever
Msron VI hipkes the record for
the 8(M)-meter run and qualified for the
Nalional championships in 1979.
)-Id. I lie title team, coached by SS(i
Lawrence Gray, has a winning
tradition that includes 17 New England
Championships since 1959. Gray said
the team plays tough competition, of-
ten meeting schools like MIT, Coast
Guard Academy, and sometimes West
Point. The rifle team has the best
oYerall record of all Maine teams.
Last year's wrestliny team was one
of Maine's strongest ever, says coach
Mark Harriman. Their greatest
moment came when the team won the
Mount Allison Invitational Tour-
nament by defeating eight other team:
a freestyle tournament. The team
finished strongly by placing second in
the Northern New England champion-
ships.
As winter sports begin this year.
Maine coaches and athletes can look
back on the winning tradition Maine
teams have had throughout recent
years. This coming season should add
more great moments to the memories
of UMO sports fans.
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Men's track
Depth, experience key to season
by Max CavaIli
Staff writer
Last Monday afternoon an impor-
tam event for the UMaine sports
program took place. Men's indoor
track started another season.
The Bears, winkle off a state cham-
pionship and an 8-8 record, are well
respected throughout the Northeast. In
the 1979 and 1980 seasons, they have
gone undefeated in dual meet com-
petition.
This season's team consists of some
quick sprinters, a number of field even-
teis and a multitude of middle distance
runners which were lacking somewhat
last season.
The 60-yard dash will feature Kevin
Tarr, who holds .school and state
records with a 6.3 time. Newcomers
Ken Grodin and Jim Kilbride will join
Tarr in the 60.
In the 60-yard high hurdles, Brad
Gilbert, Jim Keane, Roger John-
stone, Bill Carlilarand and Mark
Truman v% II all give Maine needed dep-
th.
the Bears are also strong in the 600
meter race. John Condin. a high school
state champ in the 880, who ran the 600
meter in 1:13.6, and Charlie Wade will
give Maine a duo that will be tough to
beat in duel meet competition
In the 880, Cameron Bonsey, second
in the New Englands last season with a
dazzling time of 1:52.3, will be leading
contender for the best 880 runner in
New England.
Steve Ridley will be a strong runner
for Maine in the mile. He was last
year's number one miler with a time of
4.18.
Ridley will be joined in the mile by
senior cross country co-captain, Donny
Ward, who ran the event in 4.20 two
years ago. Newcomer Henri Bouchard,
who runs the mile in 4.23, will give the
Bears added strength.
The tvv o-mile will also be a good
event for Maine with cross country co-
captains Ward and Jerry Clapper
leading the way. Peter Bottomly roun-
ds out the field for Maine.
In the field events, pole vaulter Jim
Pallo should be very strong. Freshman
Scott Halliday and Tim Paris have also
shown potential.
The long jump should be another
good event lot the Bears. State champ
Sharon Kruprewictis will be joined by
Skiers prepare for tough season
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
Although it doesn't start its regular
season until Jan. 15, the UMO ski team
has been having mandatory practices
since Oct. 15 to prepare for another
competive season.
Under the guidance of Coach Brud
Folger, the alpine and nordic teams
have been running, lifting and skiing
on roller skis in preparation for the
coming season.
"The nordic team never really stop-
ped training," Folger said. "They
train all year round in order to stay in
shape."
Nordic is the proper name for the
more familiar cross country skiing that
most are familiar with, and alpine is
downhill skiing. Folger explained that
ten members of each team go to meets
to compete, and these ten compete in
four different events, two in alpine and
two in nordic.
"Usually a skier will ski in either
alpine or nordic only," Folger said.
"In nordic, they race in a 10 kilometer
race and then a three by 10 kilometer
relay race. In alpine, they ski in
slolam, giant slolam or both with the
top three skiers from . each team
scoring."
When Maine travels to a meet, they
take 10 skiers, five for nordic and five
for alpine.
Folger is looking forward to this
season even though he lost both his top
men's alpine and top women's alpine
skier. Ricky Reynolds, who skied in
the number one spot for Maine for
four years, graduated in the spring.
Reynolds was one of the top skiers in
the east and qualified for the NCAA
national championships three times.
Folger said this loss would definitely be
a setback to the teams's chances.
Hannah Babcock, who was the
number one women's alpine skier last
year is gone too. Babcock transferred
to a southern school to concentrate on
golf.
Also, Bryn Hamblin, the women's
number one nordic skier will not be
skiing this year for scholastic reasons.
Folger said skiing takes a great deal of
time, both for practices and meets,
which are often lengthy trips.
Folger said he thinks his teams will
do fairly well this year, finishing
Division Isomewhere between fifth and
seventh places. Last year, the men's
team finished eighth in New England
and the women's championship meet
was cancelled due to poor snow con-
ditions. "Last year was one of the
worst years for snow we've ever had,"
Folger said, adding that this hindered
the success of the team.
Maine skies in a number of large
meets, and carries . a tough Div. I
schedule. Maine will not host any
home meets this year, Folger said, but
if they did they would be at Sugarloaf
mountain, which is where the team
usually goes to practice.
transfer Steve Joule.
In the high jump, Brad Gilbert. E.J.
Vonjer and Brian Donovan will lead
the way. Gilbert placed second in the
states last year with a jump of 6'7".
In the weight events, Jeffrey Slane.
will be missed due to a back injury
acquired during football season, but
freshman Stewart Sevey is developing
into a fine shot putter. Ile has thrown
the 12 pound shot for 56'10"
In overview, it looks as though
Maine will be extremely difficult to
defeat in dual meet competition. They
possess good depth and talent with at
least two entrants in every event who The long jump will be a strong event
pose a t lii at to for Maine.
Women•s track, team looks•to continue winning ways
by Max Cavalli
Staff writer
The women's indoor track team will
be looking to continue it's winning
ways this season when they open their
season on Dec.4 against Colby.
Last season, the Bears finished with
a 5-3 record and went on to win the
state championship. They then went on
to place a vet y strong third in the
Eastern Championship.
This accomplishment is very
noteworthy because the 'women
managed this with only nine girls. They
were the only ones to qualify and it was
necessary for some of the girls to run
t wo or three events.
This season, although there are a
multitude of talented runners, there are
a few who will play a more prominent
role in deciding the teams fate.
Leading off in the 60-yard hurdles
will be senior captain Susan Erwin. She
went to the Easterns last year, but
unfortunately was too tired to from the
preceding mile-relay. to run to full
potential in the hurdles.
Thus far, coach Jim Ballinger has
been pleased with freshman sensation
Sarah o'Neill from Peabody, Mass.
O'Neill was a member of the National
Championship Distance relay team and
is also a stand-out in the long jump.
Ballinger said he expects her to be a
major contributor to the team's effor-
ts.
The 220 is stacked. Besides O'Neill,
Stacey Kane will also make her presen-
ce felt throughout New England. Last
year she finished second in the Easterns
with a lightening time of 1:37.3
In the mile and the two-mile, Jo-
Ann Choiniere should continue her
winning ways from the cross country
team in cross country, she was Maine
champ, undefeated in dual meet com-
petition and finished fifth in a field of
287 at the Easterns.
Rose Prest will also give Maine
strength in the distance events. Prest is
another cross country stand-out. She
finished 14th in the Easterns.
Maine will also be strong in the long
jump. Freshman Kerni Longvail and
senior Sue Childer have both jumped
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Women swimmers seek New England title
by Bruce Clavette
Staff Writer
Despite graduation and injury
losses, coach Jeff Wren expects the
UMO women's swim team to be very
tough and to finish at or near the top in
this year's New England Champion-
ship.
However, if UMO is to be New
England Champion for the fourth time
in five years it will take a lot of har-
dwork to replace those lost to
graduation Wren said. "It's the
biggest loss of people we've ever had,"
Wren said.
Gone is Beth Carone winner of the
Kay Fromer award given by the New
England League, of which Maine is a
Di‘r. 1 member, to the highest point
scorer in the New England champion-
ships for the last four years.
Gone is defending New England one
meter diving champion Kathy Driscoll.
She hurt her shoulder this summer
and is out for the year.
Gone is captain Ann Griswald and
swimmers like Dee Dee Daniels. "She
(Daniels) worked very hard and was
willing to swim the long ones like the
1650 yard freestyle," Wren said.
Swimmers like these are hard to
replace, but remaining is a good team
that knows it has to work a little harder
to defeat the 11 teams that will be at
the New Englands if Maine is to regain
the championship it lost by a mere 12
points, 767-755, to Boston University
last year.
Maine is basically a young team with
freshman Cheryl Starkie taking over
for captain Griswald, freshman Sue
Littlefield and sophomore Donna
Almy trying to fill Carone's shoes, and
freshman Dawn Fitzgerald replacing
Dee Dee Daniels.
Also sophomores Karen Shaeffer,
Sandy Harris, and Ruth Kelly as well
as freshmen Amy Nevitt and Lisa
Jenkins are import if Maine is to win a
fourth championship, Wren said.
"Really you can mention any name
on the roster and they're important,"
Wren said.
Other team members are sophomores
Debby DeFalco and Patti Neleski
along with freshmen Kim Exley, Alice
Patz, Suzanne Seigel and Anya Sokol.
All must contribute, Wren said.
Before Maine can attempt to win the
New England's the women must first
face a tough schedule including New
England champ Boston University,
UNH, and strong Ivy League teams
Brown and Harvard.
Maine may have a depth problem in
the distance events such as the 1650
yard freestyle. During the meets the
women compete in 17 events, com-
pared to 13 events for the men, and
strategy of who to use in what event
becomes crucial. Also it's difficult to
find people who want to swim the long
ones. Wren said.
The divers, coached by Rich Miller,
are also very young and the com-
petition will be tough. "All New
England League teams have improved
Gymnasts young, strong
by Nancy Storey and
Lee Frothingham
Staff Writers
"If everything goes as it
should this season, we should
have one of the best gymnastics
teams ever at UMO," Coach
Lisa Burger said about the
upcoming season.
Burger said she is looking
forward to the season and the
team has been practicing since
the middle of October, even
though the season doesn't start
until the end of January.
"It takes a long time to
organize the routines on the
different equipment." Burger
said. "and then it takes at least
a month to perfect them.
Consequently, we practice
about three hours a day."
Burger is pleased because this
is the first year that the team had
done any active recruiting. Gina
Fortunato from Lewiston and
Kathy Rose from Burlington,
Mass. joined the team this year as
freshmen and Bulger thinks they
will greatly add to the team.
"Our top scorer from last year
didn't score as many points as
these girls did in high school,"
Burger said.
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Carolyn Wills and Lynda
Ferland are also freshmen who
should help the team. Burger
said.
Returning from last year's
team which finished at 5-8, are
Lisa Miller. and Jean Herlihy.
Herlihy, however, is not able to
practice yet as she broke her
ribs playing rugby.
Five of the top gymnasts from
last year did not return to the
team this year and Burger said
this will be a difficult season.
mentally and physically because
of the schedule. although she
expects to do better than in the
past. "I'm very optimistic about
the season." Burger said. "and
I think the freshmen are -going
to be able to help us a lot.••
and the Ivy League is tough," Wren
said.
"Sure, a team like UNH may be bet-
ter on paper in areas where we're equal
Coach Jeff Wren is optimistic about
his team's chances this season.
or near equal, but we feel we'll win
because we work harder," Wren said.
Maine has good swimmers retur-
ning. Swimmers like senior freestyle
specialist Cary Bryden. Incredibly, as
a sophomore, Bryden took firsts in the
50, 100, 200 and 500 yard freestyle
events at the 1980 New Englands. She
was less successful last year, but Wren
said he expects her to be very tough
again this year.
Also back are defending New
England backstroke champ, sophmore
Whitney Leeman; Maine's butterfly
specialist, sophmore Sheila Dembek;
and high point scorer Mary Sowa, who
qualified to compete in four events in
the 1980 New Englands.
All the swimmers are important,
Wren said. "Everyone except the
freshmen have scored points in the
New Englands. When you realize we
only missed by 12 points last year, then
you realize how important everyone
is," he says.
Also back are seniors captain Kim
Annis, Joan Sherlock, and Linda
Larue along with juniors Patty
Iiltimenstock and Sue Moore.
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Winning is common for men swimmers
by Cavenaugh Kell
Staff Writer
Every once in a while a team will
come along and just keep winning and
winning and winning. The men's swim
team at UMO is such a team. Maine
swim teams have posted a 78-25 record
since the sport first reached varsity
level in 1972 and, with an impressive•
squad of veterans and rookies, it looks
like this years team will carry on the
winning tradition.
"We have most of our relays back
and have filled all the holes on the
team," head coach Alan Switzer said.
"We have a good crop of talent
coming in with freshman and tran-
sfers."
The Maine team, which was 11-2 last
season, will be led by senior captain
Charles Martin iii the
freestyle/backstroke, junior Sieve
Ferenczy in the freestyle/butterily,
junior Gerald Traub in breaststroke
and junior Richard Wells, also a
breast stroker.
"The team has the potential to be
good, but it will take a lot of hard work
to improve," Switzer said. "On paper
we haven't lost that much, we've really
added to it."
The swim team also has a solid core
of newcomers to the roster.
Sophomore backstroker/freestyler
Steve Grohosky and junior freestyler
Joby Merrill are both a welcome ad-
dition to this year's club. GrohoskN
placed 11 th in the Eastern Seaboard
championships as a freshman in the
100-yard backstroke and has great
potential in his events. After a year's
lay-off he will be looking to regain the
top form he showed as a freshman.
Merrill, who also did not swim com-
petitively last year, will be trying to
give Maine added strength in the
The Men's swim learn will he
looking for another %inning season.
Hockey club looking to improve,
aiming for varsity status
by Phil Hodgkins
Staff Writer
The women's ice hockey club,
aiming for varsity status, will be
looking to improve it's 7-7 record of a
year ago when it opens it's season in
December with a mix of veterans and
newcomers.
The club, which has been practicing
three times a week at Alfond Arena
since the beginning of October, is
looking for new members and club
president Barbara LaRoche, said the
team will welcome any new players in-
terested.
The club's first game is tentatively
scheduled lot mid-December. In its
third season, the 25-member club
had an active schedule last year playing
schools such as Boston College,
Bowdoin, Colby, Dartmouth, St.
Stephens, and the University of New
Brunswick.
With many new members to this
years club, LaRoche said it was dif-
ficult to say just how well the club
would do. "We need to fill some
primary slots, it's hard to say how we
will do," she said.
"A lot of girls don't even realize we
have a hockey club, " LaRoche said.
LaRoche said she hopes the club will
receive varsity status by next year.
"I'M hoping by next year we'll become
a varsity sport, but I'm not quite
sure," she said.
LaRoche said the athletic depar-
tment would not fund half of the club's
expenses if it was not considering
making the club a varsity sport. "I'm
pretty sure they are going to make us
varsity," she said. "They would not
have taken those steps if they weren't
going to."
The club has six home games this
season including a four game tour-
nament in February. They also have
two tournaments on the road against
teams from Canada.
To posses a club sport the Univeristy
may not already have the same varsity
sport. For example, a men's hockey
club may not be started due to the
current University of Maine varsity
team.
In her first year as Club Sports
Coordinator, Jane Martel said the need
for space and facilities are the biggest
problems club sports face. The
women's ice hockey club must schedule
all it's practices and games around the
men so no conflicts result.
"Varsity sports have top priority
followed by intramurals then club
sports," Martel said. "The fields are
open all day and most everyone would
like to use them between two and
five."
Another problem club sports face,
Martel said, is the lack of a team
trainer. "I would like to see a trainer
be able to work with the clubs and also
be present at contests," she said.
11F%AlIDIIDI'S MUSIC
STOIL US no; off
411101r string and stringed
3 on all /0
instruments with this coupon.
Bangor Mall 947-4581
freestyle events. He has excellent
sprint potential if he can regain his
conditioning.
Junior transfer Kevin Wright is also
a welcome addition to this season's
Maine squad. Wright, who transferred
from Ohio State, will not be eligible to
compete until the fall semester ends,
but is expected to add strength to the
diving corps.
The swim team had it's first corn-
petive meet last Friday with an in-
trasquad match-up between the
veterans and rookies. The veterans
won the meet, 68-43, winning all events
except the diving which was swept by
the rookies.
The swimmers will be keying their
efforts this season for the Eastern
Seaboard championships in March.
The Bears registered a strong eighth
feels that if the team can improve in
their individual events this year, then
they can have a better finish in the
Seaboards.
Maine will face tough competition
this season against Ivy Leaguer Dar-
tmouth along with Boston University,
East Carolina and John Hopkins. The
Bears' first meet of the season will be
home against Dartmouth on Dec. 1.
Dartmouth was one of the two teams
to defeat Maine last season, 66-47.
Switzer said with the rookies and
veterans together, the Bears will be
doubley tough. "When we put both
squads together, we'll be that much
better," he said. "We're about at the
point where I'd like us to be this
season."
A good recruiting program and a lot
of work have enabled the success of the
Maine swim teams.
\114 OnTouring,1 S10
 
Skis
and Packages .4.--- ,71
Thru November 2117- 
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The Ski Rack has the best choice of ski touring packages
at the very best prices. But these special prices are only
good until November 21. So you've got two excellent
reasons to buy now- selection and price. Don't wait
ROSSIGNOL
Waxable
lis,ssignol Bakial Waxable $ 72.00
Heierling Banff or Marathon 49.95
Exel Nova Poles 12.50
Dovre 3 pin Gold Binding 14.00
Professional Mountaing 6.00
Hot Wax and Base Preparation 3.50
Wavle=
Rossignol Bakial Touring AR $ 82.00
Heierling Banff or Marathon 49.95
Exel Nova Poles 12.50
Dovre 3 pin Gold Binding 14.00
Professional Mounting 6.00
Hot Wax Tips and Tails 3.00
55795
Save $43.00
NOW$9495
'W Heierling Davos 50mm boots and
Dovre 50 mm binding 5167.95
save $63.00
now $104.95
$167 45
save $62.50
Espy, $104.95
'W Heierling Davos 50mm boots and
Dovre 50mni binding 5177.45
save $62.50
now S114.95
Rossignol Caribou Waxable $ 90.00
Heierling Davos 50mm 59.95
Exel Nova Poles 12.50
Dovre 50mm Gold Binding 14.00
Professional Mounting 6.00
Hot Wax and Base Preparation 3.50
Rossignol Caribou AR Waxless S 95 00
Heierling Davos 50mm 59.95
Eitel Nova Poles 12.50
Dovre 50mm Gold Binding 14.00
Professional Mounting 6.00
Hot Wax Tips and Tails 3.00
$185.95
save1116.00
now$139.95
$19045
save $aisso
now $144.95
ROSS/GNOL Junior Packages
Waxable
Rossignol Bakial Waxable $ 50.00
Heierling Junior Boots 39 95
Dovre 3 pin Gold Binding 14 00
Exel Junior Poles 11 00
Professional Mounting 6.00
Hot Wax and Base Preparation 3.50
Warden
Rossignol Bakial Waxless $ 58.00
Heierling Junior Boots 39 95
Dovre 3 pin Gold Binding 14.00
Eitel Junior Poles 11.00
Professional Mounting 6.00
Hot Wax Tips and Tails 3.00
$124.45
save $49.90
now $ums
$131 95
save $52.00
now $79095
ITS NICE TO HAVE A FRIEND
• •
e 
1164 * i
, •
IN THE BUSINESS
MC1K,
Bangor 945-6474 or 945-6475
Wed., Sat. 10-6 Closed Sun.
THURSDAY, FRIDAY
237-2792
Maine Square. Hogan Road.
Mon., Thurs., Fri. 10-9 Tues.,
OPEN LATE MONDAY,
Access Road. Sugarloaf/USA
•
.1.
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15 ,feu' faces
Freshmen, vets seek hockey success
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff writer
In four short years the Maine
hockey team has established itself as
one of the strongest teams on the east
coast and it does not look like things
are about to change this year.
With 15 new strong recruits and 13
returning lettermen, coach Jack Sem-
ler said if Maine can combine the skills
of the freshmen and %eterans, t hen the
Bears will have a good team. "We
woos
the NHL's St. Louis Blues, instead of
playing out his final year of eligibility.
However, competition for starting
spots on this year's team has been
fierce and Semler said the ability level
of the team is at it's highest.
"The ability level of this year's
team is probably more equal than it's
ever been," Semler said. "There's
been fierce competition for our
forward. defensive and goalie spots
and this is a sign of progress. When
there's a big drop-off in personnel then
The Canadain Connection, from l-r: Andre Aubut, Caetan Bernier, Rene
Comeault, Richard Cote, David Ellis, Robert Lafleur and Rob lamely%
The hockey team tones it's skills for tomorrow's opener.
have to get the right mixture," he
said. "Our success will depend on the
seniors having their best year ever and
freshman playing on an excelled level
right away. If we get that combination,
we're going to have a good team."
The Bears, who were 23-11 last
season have seven seniors on this
year's squad with captain David Ellis,
All-American Andre Aubut, Gaetan
Bernier, Richard Cote. Robert Lafleur,
Dwight Montgomery and Rob Zamejc.
Maine lost it's two top scorcers. Gary
Conn and Joe Crespi through gradua-
tion along with stand-out goalie Jeff
Nord, who signed a pro contract with
that's not a strong sign."
Maine, which VA as eliminated in the
ECAC Div. I round last season, will be
looking to improve it's defense this
year. Semler said. "Team defense is a
big key for us," he said. "If we can
play better team defense, we'll be a
better team."
If the Bears can lower their
goals-against average, and play better
defense, then Semler feels other
aspects of their game will come
naturally. "If we play good defense.
other things will fall into place." he
said "If we can improve our goals-
against average, it will make a vast
UNIVERSITYSTILLWATER AVECINEMAS OLD TOWN1).iik 7 & 9:1s
827-3850
"The most thoroughly adult movie ever made
in the English language." —Maclean 's Magazine
"Miss Russell brings to her role a reckless
physicality that is overwhelming."
—New York Times
BAD TIMING A SENSUAL OBSESSION
ART (.ARFUNKEL THERESA RUSSELL HARVEY KITEL
Daily 7 & 9 The most fun
Sat St Sun
Mat at 2 money can buy
ALI. SEATS
$1.50 Arthur ONLY
difference."
Another area Semler said Maine
needs to improve at is their speciality
situation like the power play and
penalty killers. "We've worked hard
on the technical aspects of our game.
Now we have to concentrate on
refining our power play and one-man-
down situations," Semler said.
Maine had an intra-squad scrim-
mage Oct. 31 and will pla!, their
first regular season game
tomorrow against the University of
New Brunswick at Presque Isle in the
Northern Maine Forum. Semler said
he was pleased with the outcome of
the intra-sqaud game. but added that
his team is anxious for some outside
competition.
"The intensity level of the entire
game was excellent and the condition-
ing looked very strong." he said. Now
we're up to that point where we've
worked extremely hard and want to
see how far we've come. We're eager
to play and need outside competi-
tion."
The Bears will indeed have plenty of
competition as they play four games in
the next week. including New Bruns-
wick. with one game against Lowell on
Nov. 17 and two against Acadia during
the weekend all three of which are at
Alfond Arena.
With the Bears' busy schedule all ot
the lines may see plenty of action with
Robert Lafleur and Bob Zamejc
starting at the wings spots on the first
line around center Todd Bjorkstrand.
The second line is compose of Bruce
Hegland and Ray Jacques at the wings
with Gaetan Bernier at the center
spot. The third line is set with Richard
Cote at center and Mike Beaudrv and
Dwight Montgomery at the wing slots.
Ron Hellen and Scott Boretti will be
the wings on the forth line with Pete
Maher at center. The defesive pairs
will be composed of Ellis and Aubut;
Ken Fargnoli and David Hunt;Jeff
Koewer and Rene Comeault; and Joel
Steensen and Mark Crowley.
At the goalie position, freshman
Pete Smith and sophomore Duffy
Looney will both be seeing plenty of
action. Semler said they will alternate
peroids in tomorrow's game against
New Brunswick.
"The competition for _goalies is
looking very equal," Semler said.
989-4094
With four game in seven nights, I have
to see as much as possible in all areas
in a game situation."
Semler said Clarkson and Provi-
dence will probably be Maine's
toughest opponents. adding that New
Hampshire, Colgate, and Cornell will
also be fielding strong teams.
Senior co-captain Da. id Ellis, a top
defensi‘e man for Maine.
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Bringing the West to Maine
W. Accept Food Stomps
MINI FREEZER ORDER
5 Its tell •aes•go
I male is perk rims?
5 its broom' chock
Sib. hooks
3 Pb. Mess
3 Nis b000losschowt
2 Nit US, soill cols
5 Ito oriole clock.
2 Os lottso broil
Stock Up Now
AU For
Only
$49.95
SUPER MINI FREEZER ORDER
I otos, sorb Ins Oil It wr•issiel
10 Nis Wes rowed chock „
Sib. Skims. kohigos
5 Nis boxes
3 +Owls clocks** loops. 3*, •scto
jib. boiielsss
Stock Up Now
All For
Only
$63.95
MAXI FREEZER ORDER
1 whole pork wow
II Wks loos yoked chock
5 Hs Sofia. hoists&
5 Its bac.
3 okras cticliess
3 Nis likostess chock
INN* siook
ea Nett Or sorsor 1S10, chhick,
as Imlay boot Mks.
215. loom. 501
Stock Up Now
All For
Only
$99.95
SUPER MAXI FREEZER ORDER
51610111 .0101 boogie/. Iwo 110 1211 svstatip
I stools bow\ low 114 II* average,
10 Its Ie. wooed chock
5 Its *woos boleros
5 Its of tacos
3 ishols chiclisss Islip... 1 Nis •iich1
1 Its toosisse clouds
3 Its deo tool
7 Its bort Ityst
1330 orb. si steaks 01.10.1
Stock Up Now
All For
Only
$139.95
BULK FREEZER ORDERS
1 whole house sirloin strip
I whole boneless N Y sirloin [top sirlosnl
1 whole standing oven ready rib roast
I whole tenderloin
I whole chucks Iblade steaks London broil ckuch roast
One whole top round
Hind Quarter inquire within
lack Order includes A FREE Bottle of Murphy s Club Sauce
= 3.211 lb.
= 2111k
= 179th.
= 4.29 lb
= 1 71 lb
= 2.29
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Response
EQUAL
TIME
I he Maine (•unipais
A dLomes letters to the editor.
etters should be briel and in-
dude a natne and telephone
number.
Nantes %ill he it hheld onls
undei special ..ircunistances.
**Anonntous'• and open let-
ters, although ykelcome. ill
not he published.
1 he %fame umpro rescr‘es
the right to edit leiters lor libel,
taste and to tit as ailable
spat:e.
Bigoted, trashy words
Fo the Editor: not a human quality? I hate to
think of Plato, Socrates,
Aristotle, Alexander the
Great, da
Michaelangelo, Jefferson and
Einstein as not human.
He also says, "I'd like to
punch every gay in the face but
If I ever got that close to one
I'd throw up." The action he
proposes is manifestly and
grossly ignorant. I can't help
but wonder if, for him, his
violent answer applies to all
issues of confrontation and
social import. It was certainly
in bad taste for the editor 10
print such bigoted and trashy
words.
If Mr. Sandblom should
meet a homosexual I sincerely
hope he vomits. That would
save another beautiful face
from harm.
Under the "Lqual Time"
logo on the editorial page of
the Mame Cumpii.s it is prin-
ted, "The Maine Campus
reserves the right to edit letters
for libel, clarity, taste and to
fit available space." Concer-
ning John Sandblom's letter to
the editor (Nos . 11), I fail to
see any action taken in editing
lot taste.
Mr. Sandblom says, "What
good are they (gays). On top
of that, now I am goinv to
have to borrow a pair of cor-
duroys or something for
Friday since all I own is
jeans." No one is forcing him
to take any action. His
decisions are of his own
volition. If he feels pressure
from an outside group such as
the Wilde-Stein and gay rights,
I question his self security.
What good are gays? Is he
asking what good are human Justin A. Stover
beings? Or is homosexuality Orono
Different, not inferior
To the Editoi :
When we first heard of Gay
Jean's Day our first impulse
was to make a mental note
reminding ourselves not to
wear jeans on that particular
day. After listening and
talking with various people,
we questioned the reason for
our prejudice. Why is the
sexual aspect of a person's life
given such overwhelming em-
phasis in our society? More
specifically, how can we
pigeon-hole other people and
declare them unfit or unable to
function in other asnects of
living where sex shouldn't
even be a concern?
Homosexuality should not
be the determining factor of a
person's character. They are
human and therefore deserve
compassion and understan-
L43 81t,
Keep it in its place - under the covers
To the editor:
Tais toi! This swishing and
lisping is uncalled for! The
Wilde-Stein society for the
constitutioyallv unfit has once
again reared its limp fist. The
two spokes-agents cited in the
Campus front page article of
Nos . 9 must be off-campus
agitators as neither of their
names appear -in the student
directory. So either the fifth
column of the nation-wide
diaspora of homosexuals from
the inner cities has finally in-
filtrated our Yankee redoubt,
or a local infestation has
spawned simultaneously. This
is tragic, let me tell you. The
aunties and tribades are the
spectre haunting us.
Are these Wilde-Stein mem-
bers using noms de guerre
(noms de theatre would be
more apt)? If so, why? Are
they hiding something? The
fact that they are not so gay,
perhaps? That's not hard to
believe. You would look far
and wide to find a homosexual
who does not seethe with bit-
ternesss and resentment. You
would look far and wide to
find a homosexual relation-
ship which was based on love
and mutual respect rather than
on fitful genital coupling.
How can you form love from
an encounter in a toilet stall? I
wonder.
Oh, I'm not going to dredge
from the Bible. We don't need
it. And it doesn't make any
more sense of homosexuality'
than Wilde-Stein does. So
we'll leave the "good book"
for the bootlicking helots it
was intended to entertain, and
we'll focus on the facts. Let-
me point out to you how the
human being-- man and
woman-- was engineered.
Whatever created us did not
intend for us to bugger our
brothers (or our sisters for that
matter). Sodomy is not sinful
so much as senseless.
Now unless you are an utter
bovine, you'll have to concede
that point. Our anatomy is
pretty convincing circumstan-
tial evidence that
homosexuality is learned-- just
like many other bad habits. It
can be unlearned. Let's not
coddle nature's wet squibs in
an attempt to normalize the
abnormal. We don't teach
discreet mathematics to
anecephalics, do we? We
Support human rights
To the Editor:
would like to
congratulate the Maine Cam-
pus editors, who usually pride
themselves on presenting the
"liberal" viewpoint on their
opinion page. This time they
gave "equal time" to the side
of total ignorance.
The Tuesday, Nov. 10 issue
included an editorial entitled
"Gay Day", written by
"E.C." The writer used his
authoritative position as a
podium from which to spout
his anti-gay sentiments.
That's fine; personal opinion
is at the heart of editorials.
The problem here lies in
E.C.'s hot-headed misinter-
pretation of the situation.
Wearing blue jeans on "Gay
Jeans Day" will noi be a
statement of the individual's
sexual preference. Doing so
will be a statement of support
for the basic human rights,
equal rights, for gays.
The writer of "Gay Day",
whether or not it was his inten-
tion, wrote opposing human
rights for an estimated 10 per-
cent of the American
population. I am writing to
support human rights for 100
percent of us.
David H. Brown
don't publicly enfranchise
street gangs, do we? So lets
take back our jeans!
Finally, I very much resent
Mr. Salob's glib analogies
between blacks, women, of f-
campus students (?) and
homosexuals. What blacks
have suffered and women have
put up with beat no semblance
to what homosexuals bring
upon themselves. They should
be classed with the handicap-
ped, not the victims of racial
or sexual oppression. I con-
cede that homosexuals are
human and I certainly do not
fear or hate them or notice
them much. But I'm sick and
tired of hearing about their
plight when half the people
around the globe are starving
when our president is
preparing us for nuclear
catastrophe, and when
America is being made safe
once again for pollution.
These are worthy of protest.
But one's sex life should stay
under the covers -- where it
belongs.
Al Douglas
Bottle drive
To the editor:
On Saturday, No. 14 from
10 a.m.-2 p.m. The sororities
and fraternities of' UMO will
be conducting a bottle drive to
benefit the Penobscot Valley
United Way. The drive will be
conducted on campus as
well as in the surrounding
community. The United way
supports many local agencies
such as The Red Cross,
Bangor Halfway house, Big
Brothers-Big Sisters, Boy
Scouts and Girl Scouts, Spruce
Run, Salvation Army, YM-
CA, YWCA and many others.
Your donation of bottles and
cans to this community cause
will be greatly appreciated.
The Sororities and
fraternities of UMO
Fact of being human more important
To the editor:
I wanted to say I objected to
Gay Jeans Day because I
thought it counterproductive
of the cause; that acceptance
is not garnered by insisting on
a choice with only two alter-
natives (for or against) by
creating barriers when the in-
tent is to nullify them.
I wanted to say I
support Gay Rights, but my
ding. We refuse to condemn
or to condone.
When we asked other people
about the issue, they
automatically assumed we
were questioning their
sexuality. But we have conic:
to see that sex is not the real
issue here. It is a matter of ac-
cepting others.
Therefore, wearing jeans on
Friday is not a statement of
one's sexual preferenc it a
statement of one's atti.ude
toward those who are difierent
from the majority. Different
does not mean inferior or less
worthy.
Louise Boisvert
Dawn Peters
Orono
YOORE DO NC,
T Yoo NEED M OR E
SPRING. A LITTLE MORE
NEIGHT MU. MAKE
410uot OWES BETTER...1
loyalty lies in human rights,
and wearing jeans (or not
wearing jeans) on Friday
would be a betrayal of that
loyalty; admittance to a con-
flict or difference I perceive as
non-existent. But then 1 read
two frightening letters in
yesterday's Campus.And then
I was told that in 26 states
homosexuals can be dented
certain legal privileges that
heterosexuals cannot. Then I
EH: Scott Slav fvoS
030! 'MAI', MORE LIKE
COW
't4Olf RE GEITING 6000 HEIGHT
N! YOU'RE SO 14104 .1* Lrogc
LIKE YOt*E GONNA...
realized how idealistic I was
being.All I had wanted to say
was washed beneath the ex-
terior of ignorance being bred
by a species capable of
recognizing that a more
human conclusion consists
beyond what either faction is
advocating, but which both
refuse to acknowledge. The
fact of being human.
Lynn Dombek
Orono
4
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World News
Columbia's flight cut short
by malfunctioning fuel cell
CAPE CANAVERAL. FLA. (AP)-
Space shuttle Columbia. its flight only
6' 2 hours old, was told Thursday its
planned five-day mission would be cut
to slightly more than two days because
of a malfunctioning fuel cell.
After ordering the cell shut down.
Mission Control said "when a fuel cell
is taken permanently off the line, it
brings about a mission rule that calls
for a minimal mission- 54 hours.
Astronaut Joe Engle. the ship's
commander, radioed Mission Control
Houston and asked shuttle commun-
icator Dan Brandenstein: "Dan. do
you think we can recover that cell
later?''
"I don't belie e we can," said
Brandenstein.
The problem was in one of the three
cells that provide the spaceship with
electrical power. The cell showed too
much alkalinity and was shut down.
Stockman offer
Dan Long, spokesman for United
Techonologies which builds the power
producing cells, said the ship could
operate its full 83-orbit mission with
only two cells. But mission rules said
otherwise.
Engle and Richard Truly had a
perfect liftoff earlier in the day, but
they soon were faced with seemingly
minor problems, until Fuel Cell No. I
showed too much alkalinity.
When the astronauts got the word,
their voices betrayed no emotion.
[hey were told the procedures for
deactivating the fuel cell would be
radioed them.
Their journey is official designated
by the National Aeronautics and Space
Administration as STS-2 for Space
Transportation System, mission two.
It was to end next Tuesday afternoon
with a wheelsdown landing on Rogers
Dry Lake at Edwards Air Force in
California.
s resignation;
Reagan, 'Stay on the team
WASHINGTON (AP) - Budget
Director David A. Stockman rpcanted
his own "poor judgment and loose
talk" in what he termed a visit to
President Reagan's woodshed Thur-
sday. Stockman said Reagan rejected
his offer to quit for hasing expressed
doubts about the administration's
economic program.
Stockman said he tendered his
resignation in a 45-minute Oval Office
meeting with a "very chagrined"
president, who, at end, "asked me
to stay on the team." He agreed.
The 35-year-old budget director,
who grew up on a farm, said the
session reminded him of "a visit to the
woodshed after supper."
He said he told the president that "I
have one purpose.. .and that is to dispel
any notion" that he does not have faith
in the program he designed as the
president's top budget planner.
"I deeply regret any harm that I've
done," Stockman said, adding, "I am
grateful for this second chance to get
on with the job the American people
sent President Reagan to do."
follow ing Stockman's appearance at
a White House news conference, repor-
ters were given an official statement
which said Reagan "expressed his
grave concern and disappointment" in
the remarks attributed to Stockman in
the December issue of The Atlantic
magazine. The article has swept the
capital since Tuesday.
"After reviewing the article on
David Stockman...the president today
directed Mr. Stockman to meet with
him. Mr. Stockman and the president
- met alone for lunch in the Oval Office
from 12:45 to 1:30 p.m.
"Mr. Stockman acknowledged that
he had made a mistake and apologized
for what he has now come to recognize
as a ries ous emu ."
Bangor's
Fun Spot with Dancing Nightly
•Jazz and Dixieland Sessions
Sing-along Piano Bar
• Big T.V. Screen for your pleasure
193 Broad Street
Ban or
A.G.s to fight for clean air
BUFFALO, N.Y. (AP) - 1. he attor-
ney' generals of eight northeastern
states will fight Reagan administration
proposals that would, the officials
believe, weaken the federal Clean Air
Act, New York's top legaF official said
Thursday.
"We can not possibly be successful
in our fight against acid rain if the
Clean Air Act is gutted," Attorney
General Robert Abrams said. "The
Clean Air Act has been of crucial
significance in improving the quality of
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the an we breathe. As a nation, we
must not retreat from the gains that we
have made. ,
Abrams, chairman of the Eastern
Stales Attorneys General, called a news
conference to announce the group's
opposition to the Reagan ad-
ministration proposals and to advance
some proposals of its own.
He said the Reagan proposals would
ha% e "disastrous effects" on the health
of New York State citizens and on the
state's efforts to fight acid rain.
It's A Blast from the Past!
Sunday Night Dance to
Golden Oldies.
$1.00 drinks until 10:00
Bounty Tavern
SOPHOMORES!!!
You may be eligible to receive
the CARROLL JONES
SCHOLARSHIP!
The student who was a freshman the
1980-81 academic year and who had the
greatest improvement in their Grade
Point Average between the
fall and spring semesters will -
receive the scholarship.
To be considered,leave yours
name with Judith Kimball in
the Student Aid Office,
Wingate Hall,
NO LATER THAN
11/20/81.
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Sports
Maine coaches return 'home' to face Delaware
by Joe McLaughlin
Staff Writer
Do old loyalties die hard? That's
what Ron Rogerson and his assistant
offensive coach Chris Raymond are
going to find out tomorrow when the
Maine Bears travel to Newark 10 play
the Delaware Blue Hens.
For the first tunic in their football
cal eels, Rogerson and Raymond will
be on the opposne side of the field and
going head to head with Blue lien head
coach Harold "Tubby." Raymond,
Chris•s Dad and the man Rogerson
served under as an assistant coach RH
10 years.
"From my standpoini there is a lot
of emotion involved in this game."
Rogerson said. " labby Raymond has
been a very special man in my life and
has done a lot for me on a personal and
coaching basis."
Chris Ray mond said he has been
jokingly imagining himself walking in-
to the wrong lockeroom on Saturday.
He grew up with Delaware football and
said it has helped him as a coach.
"I've just been around it all the time
that I've become really comfortable in
the env ironment and atmosphere," he
saI i 'I m a technical standpoint it's
helped from just talking about football
(with his father). Not like in a
classroom situation, but just learning
his philosophy of the game."
Chris was born in Bangor, but spent
only two months in Maine before his
father got a coaching job at Delaware.
Raymond served as a backfield coach
for 12 years before becoming head
coach in 1966. He has had many great
teams, compiling a 128-40-2 record, in-
cluding three national titles and nine
Lambert Cup Eastern Championships.
This year, with a 6-2 record,
Raymond has another fine team. They
have 26 returning lettermen and run
the Wing-1- offense which Rogerson
brought to Maine.
The Blue Hens have a fine running
game with three runners averaging over
four yards a carry. The offense is
directed by junior quarterback Rick
Scully. He has passed for 875 yards at
a .506 percentage. Scully. has also
gained 248 yards on the ground run-
ning the option play similar to Maine's
Rich LaBome.
Scully's primary targets are tight end
Mark Steiner and spread end Mark
Carlson. Steiner has 17 receptions for
300 yards and Carlson has caught 14
passes for 261 yards.
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Orono
Thriftway
Park St., Orono
Does Discount
mean discount?
We don't think so! ! !
Check our Beer
Prices and
Compare
This Weekend Features
Fri - Sat - Sun
Miller 12 oz. Bottles
$2.45 six pack
Miller Bar Bottles
$8.99 case Lots Only
Budweiser 12oz. Cans
Sq $4.99 12 pack .
S I)
SAVE WITH Thriftway!
Lowest prices in town.
• all beer add tax and deposit
"Scully is like UConn's Swietter,"
Rogerson said. "He can take the ball
Tomorrow, Bob Lucy will be playing
in his last game as a Maine Black Bear.
and control the game. He runs fast,
runs over you and runs around you and
can throw the ball."
Maine, who is 0-8 against Delaware,
will be trying to keep their offense in
high gear. Last week, in a 55-44 vic-
tory over Princeton, the Bears piled up
476 yards in total offense.
Rogerson said being all assistant
coach at Delaware will not really give
him that big of an advantage in
tomorrow's game. "The Delaware of-
tense is Si) unique, there's so many dif-
ferent things you can do wit Ii ii," he
said. "It realty doesn't matter what I
or he (Raynitilici) thinks. We just have
to be sound in what we CIO."
Maine, who is 3-6-1 finishes its
season tonivirrow agailisi Delaware. It
will be the last game for the seniors as
114laine Black Bears all of vviitini have
had fine performances on the football
field in their four years. They are:
Phil Ferrari, Jim and John Flersoni,
Mike Jvmiviski, Tom Lamont, Tom
Loughlin, Bob Lucy, Paul Meninio,
Pete Ouellette, Matt Slane, Scot(
Tees ens, Mati Dovviley, John
Styck Suydam and Ray
Thumbs.
ini=raczocniminitocintnntiyytinci
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WHY NOT CHECK US OUT!
• 6% Dividends $200 Minimum balance
• No service charge, regardless of balance
'Direct deposit of payroll available
Instant carbonless copies of every draft
you write
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE EMPLOYEES
CREDIT UNION
9 Coburn Hall Orono, Maine phone 381-7879 d
irsMc—U) _a(20100If irQoaiocitODMMOntonitoltitx ][3r301arnIcl
G\ ALLSTREETS LEAD G‘9
TO
WEST MARKET DOWNUNDER LOUNGE
Happy Hour Hot Hor D oeuvres Monday - Friday
Entertainment: Ron Robert Wed-Fri 4-6 and Wed- Sat 8-12
If you need a place to unwind after a long day, or just
want a night out on the town with
a friend. Enjoy the relaxing
atmosphere at the
th West Market Downunder Lounge.7 7 131---fit Also
WEST MARKET SQUARE,
Bangor s newest restaurant for
Fine Dining.
34 tiommond St.
Downtown Bangor
942-2717
O.
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ANSWER: IT WON'T WORK IF YOU FOLD,
CRUMPLE OR TEAR IT.
WHAT: THE NEW REGISTRATION FORM??
READ INSTRUCTIONS CAREFULLY
STEP1. HOW TO SELECT YOUR COURSES USING THE
OPTICAL MARK READER COURSE REQUEST FORM
The OMR form on which you register should ha‘,e pre-printed information, including your name, student number (social
security number), college, class level, major and semester. If you use a non pre-printed form please fill in the information on
the top line and darken the appropriate circles. If your registration takes more than one sheet mark the second sheet block as
shown.
CANCEL!
•
•
mum
Don't make any stray marks on your OMR Course Request Form or you may imalidate your registration.
crumple the form or it will not go through the Optical Mark Reader.
PLEASE READ INSTRUCTIONS
ON REVERSE SIDE
STUDENT ID NUMBER
3 4 5 6178191 1 2
0000
0000
0006
0000
0000
0000
0000
0000
00,0®
S
E
,
0 •"'tt ,......
o..,,,..
Summa•COG®
oo 0 ®
If you make a mistake in marking a course selection
do not erase. Mark the cancel request block as
shown: Fill in both circles.
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
STUDENT LAST NAME IF PST NAME WOOL( NAME
SMITH SUSIE M.
Do not fold or
COURSE REQUEST FORM
COLLEGE LEVEL MAJOR
A&S JR cc
YEAti AND SEMESTER
SPRING 1982
STEP 2. TO SELECT YOUR COURSES, DO THE
FOLLOWING••
The Schedule of Classes, Spring 1981 lists courses alphabetically by departments. Each section also has a four digit index
number unique to that section, a shown below.
737Nol COURSE SEC TYPE
PHYSICS & ASTRONOMY
PS IA 01 LEC
F1/7 PS 1AL 02 KAB0030 PS 210 01 LEC0031 PS 218 01 LEC28 PS I AR 06 REC29 PS 201 01 LEC
DEPT COURSE DIV
-7s /,7 0/
INDEX NO (-RADE
7,10
_al OPTION
11 1/ CD CD
CD CD 0 CD '4 11
CD CD 11 C)oR
CD 0 CD CD A,DCD
00000P
0 0 0 •CA':CEI
0 ® 0 0 0
® 0 0 0 0
0 0 ® ®ROUST
COURSE TITLE COL CR HRS TIME DAYS BLDG ROOM INSTRUCTOR MAX SIZE
GENERAL PHYSICS ALL 4.0 9:00- 9:50 TTH 137 STAFF 220
GENERAL PHYSICS LAB ALL .o 1:10-3:00 M 301 STAFF 20
GENERAL PHYSICS REC ALL .0 11:00-11:50 M 101 STAFF 28
MECHANICS GRD 3.0 11:00-11:50 M 102 STAFF 20
GRADUATE LABORATORY GRD AR AR STAFF 24
METH THEORETICAL PHYS I GRD 3.0 1:10-2:00 MWF B 102 STAFF 20
Copy these numbers accurately onto the registration form and darken the appropriate circles. Note the lab and recitation
sections of a course are listed separately, and need to be listed as separate course selections on the registration form.
Select the appropriate grade option, pass-fail, audit, or letter grade and mark the Grade Option circle.  Any request not
marked for a special grade option is assumed to be for standard grade. Be aware of the restrictions and limitations of special
course conditions before you select them. The example is marked for pass-fail. 
Variable credit courses- These are courses such as independent studies, thesis, and problems which may be taken for I or more
credits. The two course blocks directly below the ID number block are to be used for variable credit courses. They have var-
iable credit courses. They have variable credit columns. Please indicate the numbers of hours & darken the correct circles if
you select a variable credit course (s). The course is recorded as zero credit if the desired amount of credit is not specified.
PLEASE NOTE:  These blocks may also be used for fixed credit courses. In this case, the variable credit column need not be
darkened.
Use the "Alternate Course Requests" column only for alternate course requests. Do not use this section for priniar course requests.
DEPT COURSE
ca /0 
INDEX NO
0 310
••®•
O000
O000
O0•O
O000
O000
0000
O000
O .000
O000 
WV
0/
GRADE
OPTION
0
—OD 0
•
L
0
0
VARIABLE
CREDITS
•
a
STEP 3. DO NOT REGISTER for a co
have an Incomplete grade.
Arrange to make up any required work with the instructor.
ALTERNATE COURSE REQUESTS
DFPT C. OlITM F- DIV-
-15E P T COURSE DV
Ps aoi 01
INDEX NO
GRADE INDEX NO GRADE
0 a 2. OPTION 1 I I OPT•UN
CD CD 0 0
0 0 11 CD
0 0 0 0
0 00 0
Pir 0
col
AUGO
" •
0 0 0 0
CDCD C) CD"
0 0 0 0
0 0 C:) e
P/F 0
"0
A—F 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
® 0 0 ®
® 0 ® •
CANCEL
0
0
,f0lJEST
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 ® 0 0
0 0 0 0
CANCEL
0
0
nectitsr
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AFUM, administration
reach tentative accord
By Stephen Betts
Staff Writer
The Associated Faculties of the
University of Maine (AFUM)
reached a tentative contract agreement
this morning with the University of
Maine administration calling for salary
increases of nine percent in each of the
two years of the proposed contract.
If approved by both the University
of Maine Board of Trustees and the
AFUM membership, the new contract
will be retroactively effective to July 1,
1981, and will extend to June 30, 1983.
The announcement was made at an
11 a.m. news conference in Chancellor
Patrick McCarthy's office in Bangor.
The agreement culminates a nearly
year-long round of negotiations that
was punctuated with protests by
AFUM members and a student
walkout Sept. 15 on the Orono campus
and an assortment of other student
protests at other University of Maine
campuses in support of the faculty.
The administration originally of-
fered the faculty union a package that
included a five percent wage hike. The
union countered with a 20 percent
requested salary increase. A stalemate
developed and the previous contract
expired June 30.
The administration then made an of-
fer of eight percent for the first and
nine percent for the following year,
which was also turned down by the
AFUM negotiation committee.
Kenneth Hayes, the president of the
University of Maine at Orono AFUM
chapter, said the tentative agreement is
not enough to change the trends at the
universityUniversity of Maine in at-
tracting quality professors, but he said
he is satisfied with the offer.
"I believe the package will be accep-
table to the membership," Hayes said.
The negotiating team of AFUM will
meet soon with the bargaining council
of the union to discuss when the
package will be presented to the rank
and file members.
Text of Chancellor
McCarthy's statement
I am happy to be able to announce today the university
has reached tentative agreement with the Associated
Faculties of the University of Maine (AFUM).
the twp year agreemqth which is subject to ratification
by the union membership and the Board of Trustees
provides for an across the board increase of nine percent
in each of two years effective July 1, 1981.
It replaces the previous 8 percent-9 percent offer
made earlier by the university.
The added one percent in the first year.Ns. ill come from
money set aside by the board for academic program
development on various campuses.
The agreement also resolves several differences over the
language of key areas covering personnel, files, appoin-
tments and tenure procedures, evaluations, work loads
and leaves.
It makes no change in the union security clause of the
last contract.
I am pleased that this long process has come to an end.
I now look forward to a return of a collegial at-
mosphere which is the hallmark of a quality univer.sity
and which is essential to the success of our academic and
research programs.
-Chancellor Patrick McCarthy
"If the agreement is ratified
by the union,...theyll have
the money for Cluistmas."
Alan Flynt, the president of AFUM
and a University of Farmington
professor, said he expected the vote to
be taken by the membership in the next
two or three weeks.
"I have a lot of confidence in our
negotiating team and I am confident of
passage," Flynt said.
Chancellor McCarthy said he hoped
the package would be ratified by the
union so the Board of Trustees could
approve it at its December 7 meeting.
"We'll have the checks in hand
within a week after the board
meeting," McCarthy said. "They'll
have the money for Christmas."
The tentative agreement signals the
end of a period of intense negotiations
and public displays of anger by both
sides. On September 15, more than
1,000 University of Maine at Orono
students walked out of classes at 10
a.m. and gathered on the mall for a
rally in a show of support for the
faculty in their negotiations.
The faculty also picketed September
24 Board of Trustees meeting in
Augusta which resulted in several
board members defending their
position and criticizing the professor's
statements during the negotiations.
The faculty also picketed at the
Organizational Fair, held as part of
Parents and Friends Weekend, and
also prior to the University of Maine-
University of New Hampshire
Homecoming football game.
Details of the non-monetary issues
were not available at press time.
C. Stuart Doty, chairman of the
University of Maine at Orono Council
of Colleges, expressed dissatisfaction
with the announced salary increases.
"Unless it is a accompanied by
something that will move us from 50th
to 40th (ranking of state university
salary levels), it poses a problem for
quality education at the University of
Maine at Orono."
"I've read that the average raises are
nine percent across the country, and if
that is so, it doesn't move us up from
50th. Sooner or later, being 50th in
salary will result in being 50th in
quality education," Doty said.
